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Chapterr 2 

Edge-reinforcedd random walk on 
finitefinite graphs 

M.S.. Keane and S.W.W. Rolles 

Abstract t 

Wee consider reinforced random walk, in which the transition probabilities at each 
stepp are influenced by the number of crossings of the edges. For finite graphs 
wee prove a limit theorem for the joint distribution of the normalized occupation 
timee of the edges and the normalized cycle numbers (number of times the random 
walkk winds around the individual cycles of the graph). The limiting distribution is 
calculatedd explicitely.1 

11 Introductio n 

Edge-reinforcedd random walk was introduced in 1987 by Coppersmith and Diaconis as a 
simplee model of exploring a new city. Imagine a person walking in a new city. At first 
alll  streets are equally unfamiliar and she chooses at random between them. As time goes 
on,, streets that have been traversed more often in the past are more familiar and more 
likelyy to be traversed. 

Lett G be a finite connected graph. We consider reinforced random walk on G defined 
ass follows. Each edge is given a strictly positive real number as initial weight. In each 
stepp the random walker jumps from the current vertex to an adjacent vertex by traversing 
ann edge with probability proportional to the weight of that edge. Each time an edge is 
traversed,, its weight is increased by 1. This process has an infinite memory. It remembers 
wheree it has been, and it prefers to traverse edges that have been traversed often in the 
past. . 

Inn [4], Diaconis states without proof that the normalized occupation measure on the 
edgess converges almost surely to a random vector which has a density with respect to 
Lebesguee measure on the simplex. The density is given up to a normalizing constant. 
Forr a proof Diaconis refers to an upcoming paper together with Coppersmith, but this 
paperr seems never to have been published. In [4], there is a hint concerning the proof 

11 Appeared in Infinite dimensional stochastic analysis (Amsterdam, 1999), pages 217-234. R. Neth. 
Acad.. Arts Sci., Amsterdam, 2000. 
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off  Diaconis' statement, namely that it involves "a difficult combinatorics calculation". A 
prooff  for the special case where the underlying graph is a triangle has been given by one 
off  the authors [7]. 

Inn this paper we extend Diaconis' statement: We study the joint, asymptotic behaviour 
off  (an, j3n) where an denotes the proportion of time spent on the individual edges and /?„ 
denotess the normalized cycle numbers (the number of times the individual cycles of the 
graphh are traversed where traversals of the same cycle in different directions are counted 
withh different signs). We show that the distributions under consideration converge weakly 
too an absolutely continuous distribution. The density of the limit is calculated explicitly. 
Ass a corollary we obtain Diaconis' statement and we give the normalizing constant of his 
density. . 

Thee exposition is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce some basic notation 
andd state the result. Section 3 gives an important property of a reinforced random walk 
onn a finite graph: it is a mixture of Markov chains. In Section 4, a counting problem 
iss solved that allows us to calculate the limiting distributions. Section 5 contains the 
asymptotics,, and in Section 6 the main result is proved. 

22 Result 

Lett G — (V, E) be a finite connected graph with vertex set V and edge set E. WTe denote 
thee cardinalities of V and E with I and m, respectively. We assume that G has no loops, 
i.e.. each edge has two distinct endpoints. Parallel edges are allowed, so two edges may 
havee the same pair of endpoints. For an edge e we denote the set of its endpoints by ë. 
Thee edges are given positive weights. At time 0 the weights are non-random; edge e has 
weightt ae > 0. We denote by wn(e) the weight of edge e at time n (just after the nth step) 
andd by wn(v) the sum of the weights of the edges incident, to vertex v. Let VQ £ V. 

WeWe define reinforced random walk with starting point VQ to be a sequence A"0, Yi, X\, 
YY22,, X2,  with Xt taking values in V, Yi taking values in E and Yt = {X t_i, Xt} for all 
ii  e N = {1, 2 , . .. } . Furthermore P(X0 = v0) = 1 and 

wwnn(e) (e) 
iff  e = {X n, v] 

P{YP{Yn+1n+1 = e,Xn+1=v\X0,Yl,Xll...,Yn,Xn)= ( wn(Xn) 
II  0 otherwise. 

andd the weights satisfy wo(e) — ae, 

tt \ ƒ wB(c) + 1 if K„ 
U ' "+ l ( e)) = \ wn(e) othe: 

+ii  = e 
otherwise. . 

Wee denote by A:n(e) the number of times the reinforced random walk traverses the 
edgee e up to time n: 

kknn(e):=\{i€{l,...,n}:Yi(e):=\{i€{l,...,n}:Yi  = e}\. 

Heree and in the following, \S\ denotes the cardinally of a set S. We denote by an(e) := ^ ^ 
thee proportion of crossings of edge e up to time n. We write kn and an for the Tri-
dimensionall  vectors (kn(e);e E E) and (a„(e);e G E). Clearly, all coordinates of an are 
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nonnegative,, and they sum to 1. So an takes values in the (m — 1 )-dimensional simplex 

AA  := < x = (xe; e E E) E [0,1]E : J^ xe = 1 I . 
II  e€£ J 

Wee denote by av := Y^{eveê} a*  t n e s um °f  t n e initial weights of the edges incident to 
vertexx v, and we set xv :=  Ylu-vee) Xe ^or a ny x ^ ^-

Lett Ci,... , Cm-i+i be a fundamental system of cycles of G, and let the cycles be 
orientedd in an arbitrary way. (For definition see Section 4, Definition 4.3.) We define for 
i GG Aan (ra — / + l ) x ( m — / + l)-dimensional matrix A(x) = (aij(x)) by 

ai,i(ai,i(xx)) ~ ^2 ~'  ^ J ^ ) = ]C — for * ^ ' 

wheree the signs in the last sum are chosen to be +1 or - 1 depending on whether the edge 
ee has in Ci and Cj the same orientation or not. 

Cyclee numbers are (m — I + l)-dimensional vectors counting how often the walker 
traversess the fundamental cycles of the graph, where traversals of the same cycle in 
differentt directions are counted with different signs. We denote by j n the cycle numbers 
att time n, and we set /?„  = ^ . Furthermore, we denote by F(a) the value of the Gamma 
functionn at a, and we set 

r(^ )) n n^f 1) 
I ll  F(«e) 

e€E e€E 

Theoremm 2.1. The sequence {an;n E N}  converges almost surely. The distribution of 
thethe limit is absolutely continuous with respect to normalized surface measure on A with 
densitydensity given by 

nn xae~> 

* ( * )) =  C~< 1X, 1=1 -j*   ̂ Vdet{A(x)). 
{m{m - 1)!TT 2 Xv2 ft xv

 2 

v£V\{vo] v£V\{vo] 

Furthermore,Furthermore, the sequence {(a„,/3„); n € N}  converges weakly. The limit is absolutely 
continuouscontinuous with respect to the product of normalized surface measure on A and Lebesgue 
measuremeasure on Km_/+1 with density given by 

^ c~,fl£UU n - ( * * » ) . 
( m " 1 ) ! 7 r 22 x t I I ^ r T r e e i V 2 J 

v£V\{vv£V\{v00] ] 

herehere T denotes the set of spanning trees ofG. 
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33 Reinforced random walk as a mixture of Markov 
chains s 

Forr technical reasons, we choose in an arbitrary manner for each edge an orientation that 
wee call positive. If e is an edge with ë = {u,v}, we call one endpoint (say v) positive 
andd the other endpoint negative. We say the arc induced by e with starting point u and 
endpointt v is positively oriented and we denote this arc by e+ or e(u,v). Similarly we 
calll  the other arc induced by e negatively oriented and denote it by e~ or e(v,u). We 
denotee by fcn(e

+) respectively kn{e~) the number of times the reinforced random walk 
traversess the arc e+ respectively e' up to time n, and we set A;+ :— (kn(e

+);e € E), 
k-:=(kk-:=(knn{e-);eeE). {e-);eeE). 

Propositionn 3.1. The reinforced random walk traverses almost surely every edge in-
finitelyfinitely often in both directions. 

Proof.. Let e be an edge with ê — {u.v} and er — e(t', u). We denote the time of the 
ii thth visit to vertex v by T, with the convention Tr = co if v is visited at most i — 1 times. 
Clearly, , 

P(vP(v is visited infinitely often, e~ is traversed at most finitely often) 

== lim lim P I Pi {r , < oo, A'Ti+i  ̂u} I . 
in—in—*oo*oo ƒ—>oo \ ƒ 

\i\i 00<i<I<i<I  / 

Sincee between two successive visits to v the sum of the weights of the edges incident to v 
increasess by 2, wn(v) < av + 2i. Therefore given the past up to time r,, the probability 
off  not traversing e~ at time r; + 1 equals 1 - J^Q < 1 - ^ i - e xP(~^27)' so ^ 
induction n 

p(n^<-.^ . +^»} )) < n«p(-^Ta) 
\i0<i<// / io<i<l  V 7 

== exp(",£^) ' 
Takingg limits I — oo and then ?'0  ̂ oo in the last inequality shows that P(v is visited 
infinitelyy often, e~ is traversed at most finitely often) = 0. Using induction we conclude 
P(vP(v is visited infinitely often, an arc is traversed only finitely often) — 0. Since the graph 
iss finite, at least one vertex is visited infinitely often. Thus P(an arc is traversed at most 
finitelyfinitely  often) = 0. D 

Wee call a sequence p :=  {uQ,ei, « i ,e2, . .. ,en,un) with n > 1, «,- G V, a € E and 
eett = {wi_i , Ui]  for alii e { 1 , . . . , n}  a path of length n with starting point uQ and endpoint 
uunn.. Observe that an edge can occur more than once in a path. Let k+(p), k~(p) denote 
thee number of transitions of the arcs e+, e~ in the path p, i.e. fc+ = |{i e { l , . . .n }  : 
(ui-uUi)(ui-uUi) = e+} | . If it is clear which path we consider, we write briefly A;+ and k~. We 
sett k+ :=  (k+;e € E), k~ := (k~;e e E). Clearly, ke := fc+ + k~ equals the number of 
transitionss of the edge e. We call p a (fc+, k~)-path or a k-path. 
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Definit io nn 3.1. A stochastic process with finite state space I is called partially exchange-
ablee if all (k+,k~)-paths with the same starting point have the same probability. Here a 
pathpath is understood with respect to the graph with vertex set I and edge set I x I. 

Clearly,, every Markov chain is partially exchangeable. 
Lett ƒ be a finite set. Consider the set V of stochastic matrices on I x I with the 

topologyy of coordinate convergence. The set I x V is compact. We denote the coordinates 
off  p e V by p(i,j). A stochastic process {Zn} with state space I is called a mixture of 
MarkovMarkov chains if for each i G I there exists a probability measure n(i, ) on the Borel sets 
off  V such that 

P{ZjP{Zj = ij  for j = 0, . .. , n) = ƒ JJp( i j, ij+i)/i(t' 0, dp). 

Theoremm 3.1 (Diaconis and Freedman [5], p.117, theorem (7) ). 
LetLet {Z„ ; n € NQ}  be a stochastic process with finite state space, and suppose that P(Zn — 
ZZ00 for infinitely many n) = 1. If Z is partially exchangeable, then Z is a mixture of 
MarkovMarkov chains. 

Lett p = (uo,ei,Ui,e2, . ,en,un) be a path, and let v € V. We denote by nv(p) the 
numbernumber of departures from v and by nv(p) the number of arrivals to v in the path p. 
Formally,, we set 

nnvv = \{i  e { 0 , 1 . . . ,n - 1}  : Ui — v}\, nv — \{i  £ { 1 . . . , n) : ut = v}\. 

Clearly,, the number of departures and arrivals is determined by k+ and k~, and 

nnvv + nv - ^2 ke- (3.1) 
{e:v£ê} {e:v£ê} 

Iff  we denote by VQ the starting point of the path and by Vi its endpoint, then 

n„n„  + 6vl(v) = nv + 6V0(v), (3.2) 

wheree Su(v) takes the values 0 or 1 depending on whether u ^ v or u = v. From (3.1) 
andd (3.2) we conclude 

nvnv = \lsvo(v)-6Vl(v)+ Yl M (3-3) 
\\ {e.veê} J 

and d 

n*n*  = \[ M*>) - M* 0 + £ k J  (3-4) 
\\ {e.veë} J 

Wee see from the last equation that (ke mod 2;e G £) together with the starting point 
VQVQ determines uniquely the endpoint of a A;-path: If ^2ie.vee\ ke is even for all vertices, 
thenn the endpoint equals the starting point. If there exists a vertex V\ ^ VQ such that 
^2{e-.veê}^2{e-.veê} ke 'ls e v en f ° r v ^ ^ \ {vo> v i }  a nd °dd for v G {v0, t'i},  then the endpoint equals 
Vi.Vi. In all other cases, no fc-path is possible. 
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Lemmaa 3.1. A k-path with starting point vQ and endpoint  exists iff 

1.1. VQ — t'i and Yl{ev€ë\ ke is even for all v € V, or 

2.2. VQ / Vy, J2{ev€ë\ ^ is even for allv EV\ {^O,^I }  o,nd odd for v e {vQ, vy}. 

InIn particular (ke mod 2; e G Ê) together with the starting point VQ determines the endpoint 
ofof the path uniquely. Furthermore the number of departures and arrivals are given by (3.3) 
andand (3.4). 

Proof.. It remains to show that the given conditions are sufficient for the existence of 
aa fc-path with starting point VQ and endpoint t\. This will be Lemma 4.2.

Lemmaa 3.2. Two k-paths of reinforced random walk with the same starting point have 
thethe same probability. In particular, reinforced random walk is partially exchangeable (with 
respectrespect to the state space E x V). 

Proof.. We compute the probability of a fixed fc-path of length n with starting point 
VQ.VQ. This probability is given by a product with n factors, one for each transition. The 
firstt time the reinforced random walk visits a vertex v different from the starting point, 
thee sum of the weights of the edges incident to v equals av + 1. From this observation it 
followss easily that the probability under consideration is given by 

^r=i^r=i  eS^^ —n  (3-5) 

Tii  (ivo+2i) n nf\\av+i+2i) 
i=00 t,eV\{»0}  »=0 

Sincee the number of crossings k and the starting point VQ determine the endpoint of a 
fc-pathfc-path uniquely, we see from (3.3) that this probability depends only on k and v0.

Wee denote by dA the boundary of A: 

dAdA = {(xe; e G E) : xe = 0 for some e € E} 

Sott o+ = ^- a~ = ^n-

Lemmaa 3.3. The sequences {a+;n € N} , {a~;n € N}  converge almost surely. The 
limitslimits a+,, Q^ satisfy 

P(a^P(a 0̂0(e)(e) — 0 for some e E E) = -P(a^,(e) = 0 for some e e E) = 0. 

InIn particular, P(aoo € dA) — 0. 

Proof.. Reinforced random walk with starting point v0 is a stochastic process ZQ — X0, 
ZZnn = (Xn, Yn), n e N with state space I:— {vQ}  U V x E. We have to add {vQ} because 
thee starting value plays a special role. We denote by Qp the distribution of a Markov 
chainn with state space ƒ and transition matrix p. Reinforced random walk is partially 
exchangeable,, so by Theorem 3.1 there exists a probability measure p, on the set V of 
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stochasticc matrices on I such that the distribution P of reinforced random walk with 
startingg point VQ satisfies 

P(-)P(-) = JQP(-Mdp). (3.6) 
v v 

Sincee for every Markov chain {a+;n £ N} , {a~;n € N}  converge almost surely, we 
concludee from (3.6) that the same is true for the reinforced random walk. 

Wee denote by V C V the set of all irreducible stochastic matrices. For p £ V, there 
existt i,j E I such that p"j — 0 for all n e N, i.e. if the corresponding Markov chain reaches 
statee i at some time no, then it will not reach j after time no- Observe that each element 
off  V x E corresponds uniquely to an arc in the graph G. Suppose i and j correspond to 
thee arcs e+ and ƒ+ respectively. Then Qp(k+(e) > 0, lim^oo k+(f) = +oo) = 0, so by 
(3.6) ) 

P{P{ lim fc+(e) = lim k~{e) = +oo for all e £ E) 
n—>ooo n—»-oo 

== / QJ lim A:+(e) = lim k~{e) = +oo for all e e E)n(dp) < n{V). 
JJ n—>oo n—KlO 
V' V' 

Sincee reinforced random walk traverses almost surely each arc infinitely often, we have 
P(limP(limnn-+-+ 0000k+(e)k+(e) — lim^oo fc~(e) = +oo for all e e E) = 1, and we conclude n(V') — 1. 
Hencee fi is concentrated on the set of irreducible stochastic matrices. For an irreducible 
Markovv chain with finite state space, all states are positive recurrent, so for all p G V 
Qp(Qp(QQto(to(ee)) = 0 for some e € E) — 0, and the lemma follows from another application of 
(3.6).. D 

44 The number of &-paths 

Forr the proof of Theorem 2.1, we compute explicitly P(an — £), the probability of all 
fc-paths,fc-paths, and P{an = £,/?„  = -£=), the probability of all fc-paths with cycle number j . 
Usingg Lemma 3.2, we know that the first probability equals the probability of a fixed 
fc-pathfc-path multiplied by the number of &-paths. It will turn out that there is a one-to-
onee correspondence between (k,j) and (k+,k~), so the second probability equals the 
probabilityy of a fixed (k+, A;~)-path multiplied by the number of (fc+, k )-paths. We have 
alreadyy computed the probability of a fixed A;-path, so it remains to find the number 
off  fc-paths and (A;+, Ar)-paths. Throughout we denote the starting point by v0 and the 
endpointt by v\. 

WTee call a path with the same starting and endpoint that contains no edge more 
thann once a closed path. The collection of vertices and edges constituting a closed path 
consideredd as a circular sequence, i.e. as a sequence defined relative to circular order is 
calledd a circuit or an oriented cycle. A circuit has no distinguished starting point, and 
thiss is the only difference between a closed path and a circuit. If we reverse the order of 
thee vertices and edges constituting a circuit, we obtain a different circuit. If we disregard 
thee orientation of a circuit, we call the collection of vertices and edges constituting the 
circuitt a cycle. 

AA  cycle graph is a graph with the property that its vertex set together with its edge set 
constitutee a cycle. A tree is a connected graph that contains no cycle graph. A spanning 
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treetree of the graph G is a maximal tree contained in G, i.e. a subtree of G that is not 
containedd in any larger subtree. I t is easy to see that a subtree of G is a spanning tree iff 
i tt has |V| — 1 edges. 

Forr a vertex v in a directed graph, we call the number of arcs having v as an endpoint 
thee out-valency of v. A tree converging to v is a directed tree, in which v has out-valency 
00 and all other vertices have out-valency 1. 

Givenn a path p = (w0, ei, ui, e2 , . .. ,e„, un), we can for each vertex v € V determine 
thee sequence of edges chosen to leave the vertex, ordered in time. We call this sequence 
off  edges the exit order of v. The last edge in the exit order of v is called the exit edge of 
v.v. Analogously, we can define the exit arc of v. 

L e m m aa 4.1. Given a k-path that traverses each edge at least once, the set of exit arcs 
fromfrom all vertices except the endpoint form a spanning tree converging to the endpoint of 
thethe path. 

Proof.. The set of exit edges contains |V| - 1 elements: If not, the exit edges of 
twoo different vertices agree. But then the last departure from one vertex yields to a 
vertexx from which a last departure has already been performed, so this vertex must be 
thee designated endpoint, contradicting the fact that we didn't, consider the exit edge of 
thee endpoint. 

Supposee the set of exit edges contains a cycle. Consider the edges in the order they have 
beenn traversed. The edge that closes the cycle originates from a departure towards a vertex 
fromm which the last departure has already been performed. This is a contradiction by the 
samee argument as before. So we have shown that the set of exit edges under consideration 
formss a spanning tree. Clearly, the exit arcs are directed towards the endpoint .

Wee are now able to give a scheme to construct all (k+, ft~)-paths. The method we 
usee basically amounts to counting Euler circuits in directed graphs with parallel edges. 
Thiss idea goes back to van Aardenne-Ehrenfest and de Bruijn ([9] section 6). See also [6], 
sectionn IV , C. For a description in terms of urns see [10]. 

L e m m aa 4.2. Let k+, k~, e £ E, be non-negative integers such that ke := k~ + kf are 
strictlystrictly positive and condition 1 or 2 of Lemma 3.1 is satisfied. Then nv and nv defined 
byby (3.3) and (3.4) are strictly positive integers and all (k+,k~)-paths starting at VQ can 
bebe constructed in the following way: Construct an exit order of length nv for every vertex 
vv by first choosing, for each vertex different from v\, the exit edge in such a way that all 
exitexit arcs form a spanning tree converging to V\. Then choose all the remaining edges in 
anan arbitrary order, and construct a path as follows: The path starts at VQ, traverses the 
firstfirst edge in the exit order of VQ, goes to the indicated vertex, traverses the first edge in 
thethe exit order of this vertex etc. 

Proof.. Given a (k+, fc")-path, we can determine for each vertex the exit order, and 
byy Lemma 4.1 the exit arcs chosen from the vertices except the endpoint give a spanning 
treee converging to the endpoint. Conversely, if we are given an exit order for each vertex, 
wee can start to construct a path as indicated above. Eventually, one arrives at a vertex 
wheree there are no more departures left. From (3.3) and (3.4) we conclude that (3.2) holds, 
andd from (3.2) it follows that the vertex where there are no departures left must be the 
endpointt t'i, and there cannot be any arrival to vi left. Let v be adjacent to vi and suppose 
thatt v and vi are connected by an edge in the spanning tree induced by the designated 
lastt departures. Since there are no arrivals to vy left and the last departure from v must 
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bee performed on the spanning tree towards Vi, there cannot be any departure from v left. 
Byy (3.2), there cannot be any arrivals to v left. Since any vertex can be reached from Vi 
viaa a finite path on the spanning tree, we conclude by induction that there cannot be any 
crossingss left. So the construction yields indeed a (k+,

Itt is now easy to write down a formula for the number of (k+, A:~)-paths.We denote 
byy T the set of all spanning trees of G. 

Lemmaa 4-3- The number of (k+, k~)-paths with starting point v0 is given by 

nn.!!  E n *t 
vtvtzyzy T£Te€E(T) 

nn k-\k+\ n nv ' 
e€££ neV\{ti1} 

wherewhere FLe^m ^t *s ° product over all edges in the tree T, and k~ or k£ is chosen 
dependingdepending on whether the edge e~ or e+ is directed toward the endpoint vi, and nv is 
defineddefined by (3.3). 

Proof.. This follows easily from Lemma 4.2.
Noww we want to find out how to determine the number of fc-paths from the number 

off  (k+, fc~)-paths. First we recall definitions and results from graph theory. For a more 
detailedd exposition we refer to [2] and [3]. We enumerate the vertices and edges in an 
arbitraryy way, V = {vi,... ,Vi}, E — {ei, . .. ,em}. Recall that we have chosen an 
(arbitrary)) orientation for each edge, and for e+ = e(u, v) we call u the negative and v 
thee positive end of the edge e. 

Definitio nn 4.1. The incidence matrix D — (dij) of the graph G is the (I x m)-matrix 
defineddefined by 

{ +1,, if vt is the positive end of Cj 
—— 1, if Vi is the negative end of e, 

0,, otherwise. 

Forr a (k+, &")-path we call k+ — k~ the transition vector of the path. The transition 
vectorr of a cycle is an m-dimensional column vector c satisfying c(i) — 1 if ef belongs to 
thee cycle, c(i) — - 1 if e~ belongs to the cycle and c(i) — 0 otherwise. It is easy to see 
thatt Dc — 0. This motivates the following definition. 

Definitio nn 4.2. The cycle space of the graph is the set of all column vectors c G Zm with 
DcDc = 0. 

Factt  4.1. The cycle space is an (m — / + 1)-dimensional vector space. 

Factt  4.2. Let T be a spanning tree of the graph G. For each edge e of the graph not 
belongingbelonging to T there exists a unique cycle c€ that contains e and edges from T only. The 
transitiontransition vectors ce of these m — I + 1 cycles form a basis of the cycle space. 

Forr a proof of these Facts, we refer to [2], sections 4 and 5. 

Definitio nn 4.3. The collection of cycles induced by a spanning tree as stated in Fact 4-2 
isis called a fundamental system of cycles of the graph G. 
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Wee call a path (w0, ei, u2,  , en, un) without cycles that contains no edge more than 
once,, a simple path from u0 to un. A loop is a path (uo,ei, Wi,e2,u2) with uQ = u2 and 
dd = e2. Clearly, the transition vector of a loop equals 0. 

AA (fc+, fc~)-path p from VQ to vi can be decomposed in cycles, loops and a simple path 
fromm VQ to v\. Clearly, the transition vector k+ — k~ of the path equals the sum of the 
transitionn vectors of the cycles, loops and the simple path. Denote the transition vector 
off  the simple path by s. Let {ci, . . . ,cm_{+i}  be a basis of the cycle space. Then the 
summ of the transition vectors of the cycles can be written in exactely one way as a linear 
combinationn of this basis, so we get 

kk++ -k-= Y, j>c*  + s (4l) 

withh integers j , . Suppose we decompose the path p in a different way in cycles, loops and 
aa simple path from vQ to vi} so that we get a representation k+ — k~ = Yl'uTi +1 Jlci + s'-
Thenn s' — s + ($' — s) and s' — s is the transition vector of paths with the same starting 
andd endpoint, which can be decomposed in cycles and loops, and we get k+ — k~ = 
]C™~ii  +1 j"ci  + s. Since {c;}  is a basis of the cycle space, jx — j " for all i, and we have 
shownn the following lemma. 

Lemmaa 4.4. Let {ci, . . . , cm_n+i }  be a basis of the cycle space, and let s be the transition 
vectorvector of a simple path from VQ to v\. Given k+ und k~ such that a (k+, k~)-path from vo 
andand v\ is possible there exist uniquely determined integers j i , . . . , jm-i+i  such that (4-1) 
holds. holds. 

Definitio nn 4.4. The uniquely determined integers j = 0' i , . .. , jm-i+i)  from Lemma 4-4 
areare called the cycle numbers of the (k+,k~)-path relative to the basis {ci, . . . ,Cm-n+i}-

Fromm (4.1) and k = k+ + k~, we conclude 

(4.2) ) 

Givenn k, we want to determine all possible decompositions k = k+ + k~ such that a 
(k(k++ ,, fc~)-path exists. Let s be the transition vector of a simple path from VQ to i>i, and 
lett j i , - . . ,jm-i+L  t>° integers such that all components of k+ and k~ defined by (4.2) 
aree non-negative integers. We claim that there exists a (fc+,fc~)-path. To show this we 
firstt verify (3.2) for the number of departures and arrivals induced by fc+, k~. Each cycle 
contributess the same number of arrivals and departures to a vertex, so the same is true for 
anyy path with transition vector J^hTi + hci- The simple path contributes an additional 
departuree to VQ, and an additional arrival to V]_. So (3.2) is satisfied. Together with (3.3) 
andd (3.4) it follows that the assumptions of Lemma 4.2 are satisfied, and we have shown 
thatt a (k+, fc~)-path exists. 

Itt remains to determine conditions on the cycle numbers j that are necessary and 
suffcientt for k+ and k~ defined by (4.2) to have non-negative integer-valued components. 
Lett {c i , . . . , cm_;+i }  be a basis of the cycle space induced by a spanning tree as described 
inn Fact 4.2. There exists for each C{ exactely one edge ê  in the corresponding cycle that 
doess not belong to the spanning tree. 
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Lemmaa 4.5. Given k and a simple path s from v0 to vit let k+ and k~ be defined by 
(4.2).(4.2). There exist (k+, k~)-paths from v0 to t\ iff the cycle numbers j satisfy the following 
conditions: conditions: 

1.1. jt = kti + sti mod 2 for i = l , . . . r a - / + l. 

2.2. \s + £]™^'+i jiCi\ < k where the absolute value is taken component-wise, and the 
inequalityinequality is also component-wise. 

Proof.. Since n = — n mod 2 for any integer n, a necessary condition for (k+,k~) to 
havee integer-valued components is k = s + YH^Ti +i Jici  m°d 2, where the equivalence is 
componentwise.. Since ct is the only cycle with a non-zero if1 component, the l\h equation 
iss k  ̂ = Si; + ji  mod 2, so the first condition is necessary. Since there exists a fc-path, 
wee know that for some integers j'{, j \ = kti + sj, mod 2. From this equality it follows 
j \\ = ji  mod 2, and we conclude k = s + X™~i'+l fici =  s + X)iü"ï'+1 Uci  m°d 2- Hence the 
firstt condition is sufficient. 

Clearly,, the second condition is necessary and sufficient for k+ and k~ to have non-
negativee components. Ü 

Definitionn 4.5. Integers j satisfying the conditions from Lemma 4-5 are called possible 
cyclee numbers (relative to the basis {ci , . . . , cm-n+i}). 

55 Asymptotics 

Wee recall Stirling's formula and the corresponding asymptotic formula for the Gamma 
function. . 

Lemmaa 5.1. 1. For n € N, n! = \/2irnn+h-n+¥£ w%th 0 < 9{n) < 1. 

2.2. For real-valued x > 0, T{x) = y/2KXx~^e~x+  ̂ with 0 < 9{x) < 1. 

Forr a proof we refer to [1], p.24 formulas (3.9). 
Lett {ci, . . . ,cm_/+i }  be a basis of the cycle space induced by a spanning tree as 

describedd in Fact 4.2. Let j n — (jn(l),  ,jn{m ~ I + 1)) denote the cycle numbers at 
timee n. We set 0n = ... , J n^ + 1 ) ) , a nd write briefly Qn = ifa. For e > 0 and 
nn G N, we set 

Aee := {x e A : xe > e for all e e E], 

A?? := lx e At:xe = ^- with ke G N0 for all e € E 
II  n 

Furthermore,, we set 

9Ü)9Ü) := s + 5Z ' iCi-iCi-

i=l i=l 
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Fixx 7 € ] i , | [ , and set 

JJnn — { —p= : j is a possible cvcle number > 
[Vn[Vn  J 

QnQn = ! ^ = e Jn:\ge(j)\<ni  for all e € E 

Q'nQ'n = Jn\Qn-

Byy Lemma 3.1, (ke mod 2; e G E) together with the starting point VQ determines the 
endpointt  uniquely. Lemma 4.5 gives the possible cycle numbers for fc-paths. We 
denotee by A™ x Qn{v{) the subset of A™ x Qn consisting of all pairs (£, -^) such that 
aa fc-path with endpoint i\ and cycle number j is possible. We write d :— "~+- for the 
dimensionn of the cycle space multiplied by |. 

Lemmaa 5.2. 1. Let ip{v. x, y) = 2m^lxvtp(x, y). For all Vi € V and for all e > 0, 

.m+d-1 1 

limm sup 
n - t o o( z , y ) e A ? x Qn ( n) ) 

P(aP(ann = x, ,8n = y)- &(vu x, y) 
(m -1 )! ! 

2.. For all e > 0 £/iere exists a constant C( > 0 suc/i f/iat 

- 0 , , 

supp nm + d" 1P(aB - x, A, - V) < Cf exp ( -^(en)2 7" 2 ) . 
( i , ! ,)eA«xQ'nn V ^ / 

Proof.. First we compute the asymptotic behaviour of the probability p of a fixed 
fc-pathfc-path given by (3.5). We use 

n T(aT(a + k) v27T,fc+a_i ^k , 

i = 0 0 

forr the numerator, and 

T i - l l 

r(f )) r(f f[(af[(a  + 20 = 2 " ^ l _ t ^ „ V ^ a n ^ ^ e- as n -> oo 
i=0 0 

forr the denominator, to obtain 

nn <=."" '  n # 

v£V\{vo} v£V\{vo} 

withh C given by (2.1) as ke —> oc for all e G E. The convergence is uniform in k for 
-- € A, because in this case ke > nc. 

Nextt we compute for x — £ the asymptotic behaviour of P(an — x,0n = 0), the 
probabilityy of all &-paths with cycle numbers equal to zero. If all cycle numbers equal 
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zero,, then by (4.2), fc  = —-. In particular, kf differs from ^ in absolute value by at 
mostt \. Lemma 4.3 gives the corresponding number of (fc+,fc~)-paths, so we get 

rww En 2 P{aP{ann=x,d=x,dnn = 0)=p B j VV TeT e£E(T) 

nn ^ i ^ ! n Kr, 
e£Ee£E veV\{Vl} 

Usingg Stirling's formula and (5.1) we obtain 

P(aP(a -xd -0) ~ p ^ 2 ^ r e T e e £ ( r) 

e€J55 u€V\{i>i } 

nr >> E n * . 
" ''  n^ n ^  n 2n-

wheree again the convergence is uniform in k for £ € A (. With ^ = xe and ^ = xv, we 
obtain n 

nna e - | | 
,, , , . . . . . .. . - . ^ „ p v - „ , Xe 

P{aP{ann = x,pn = 0) ~ n 2 C ^ Ö^ ^ r ^ 11 re> 

veV\{vveV\{v00} } 

Itt remains to compute for y — -4  ̂the asymptotic behaviour of 

EE n ^ P(cvnn = X, Pn = y) = Y\ ^ ! ^ ! T^^E{T) 2 

P(aP(ann=x,(3=x,(3nn=0)=0) 11 ^ ! ^ ! E EI 
TeXe€£; ( r) ) 

Byy Stirling's formula, 

''  h / n \~ 2 / n 
22 ' 2 '  e it ile \ f i i " 1 

fcfcee+s +s 

11 - T-] 1 + T1 (5-3) 

andd the convergence is uniform in k and j for (£, -̂ =) G A t xQ„  because in this case 
fcfcee  ^ > ^ - n7 > en - n7 and 7 < 1. To compute the asymptotic behaviour of the last 
term,, we take logarithms and use Taylor's formula 

log(ll  + x) = x - y + ^r-  ̂ with \6{x) -l\<x for |a;| < 1, 
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too obtain 

11 + 
kk f f 

—— exp 

== exp ~ ^  ̂ + r(ge,ke) 

—2-^V—2-^V  + k. 

withh r(g1 k) = 
{k-g)g"{k-g)g" (k + g)g' 

GP0(-l)GP0(-l) 6A30(£) 

Forr (£, j=)  € Af xQ„  we have | g| < ~ <  forn sufficiently large, so  < ) < § 
andd consequently, 

exp p 
2 n3 ^ 2 \\ , , , „  / 2n3^ 2 

<< exp(r(j, A;)) < exp I 3e2 2 

Thuss exp(r(j, Ar)) —> 1 uniformly on A t x Q„, and we conclude 

P(aP(ann = x,(3n=y) y-j / g 

e g£ £ 
2A, , == exp E E 2nxf f 

Lett diag(j-;e e -E) denote the |i?|-dimensional diagonal matrix with entries ^-, and set 
NN = (c i , . .. , Cm-i+iY, so JV is an (m — I + 1) x m-matrix. Then 

E E nxnxP P 

Observee that A- = -S- + J T -I -£=c*  = -4= + JV'y and 

A rdiagg (—;e <= £ J Art = A(.r), 

wheree aM (z) = £eec; i
 a nd aij( x) = EeeClnCj i f° r * / J a nd t n e s iSns m t n c l a st 

summ are chosen to be +1 or —1 depending on whether the edge e has in c, and c3 the 

samee orientation or not. It follows X êefi ^~ = 2/^0*Ol/ + ^(77^)1 a nd we conclude 

P(qnn = x, dn = y) ( 1 t 

«i2i i 
Puttingg everything together, the first part of Lemma 5.2 follows. 

Forr the proof of the second part of Lemma 5.2, we observe that the error term e ^ in 
Stirling'ss formula is uniformly bounded: 1 < e 12» < e 12. Thus using the same argument 
ass before, we get 

.m+dd — 1 P(aP(ann = x, j3n — 0) < const(^(a:, 0). 
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Itt remains to analyze (5.2). Clearly, 

P(aP(ann = x,8n = 0) " 11 ^=fe!*£+&[ * 

Clearly,, the factors are decreasing in ge and < 1. For (£, -^) G A< x Q'„, there exists an 
e e££ with |<7e(j)| > n7, so 

P(onn = x,(3n = y) 
P(aP(ann = x,/3n = 0) 

< < 
fcct*cl fcct*cl 
22  2

fc„-nïfc„-nï  i A,,+m i 
22 ' 2 -

11 / 
const—:: exp 

, / ll  ^~2 > 

'' n2^ " ^ 

,, 2e , 
|| exp 

f2nf2n33^^2 2 

KK 3 e2 

andd the second part of Lemma 5.2 follows.

66 Proof of Theorem 2.1 

Firstt we prove the weak convergence of {(a„ , /?„)} . Let e > 0, and let ƒ : A{  x R2d —>  R 
bee bounded and continuous. We set for M > 0, 

Qn,MQn,M = j - ^ = e J„  : |ji| < Afv ^ for all i € {1 , . . . , m - I + 1 } | . 

Forr all M > 0 we get 

E[f{aE[f{a nn,0,0nn)\)\ = E[f{an,0ny,0neQn,M]  + E[f(an,l3ny,!3neQn\QniM) 
+E[f{a+E[f{a nnJJnn)-p)-pnneQ'eQ'nn\.\. (6.1) 

Thee first term in (6.1) equals 

J2J2 E[f(an,dny (an,j3n) € A? x Qn,M(^)] 

Usingg the first part of Lemma 5.2 and the fact that the number of points in A™ x Qn,M{vi) 
iss of the order nm_1+d, we see that the last expressions has the same asymptotic behaviour 
as s 

EE(mm - 1)! v~^  r, ^ ,, \ 

raram-i+dm-i+d 2 - f(x,y)i>{vuxty). 
" ievv ( ï ,y )eA^g„ ,« ( i ,) 

Thiss is a finite sum of Riemannian sums. Taking into account that the individual cycle 
numberss are either odd or even (condition 1 from Lemma 4.5) gives a factor 2_2d. There 
aree roughly 7m-ly— Pom^s in A" and points of the order nd in QniM (vi). The restrictions 
modd 2 on the number of crossings of the edges gives a factor 2~(m~(m~l+1  ̂= 21"1. Using 
thiss we see that taking the limit n —  oc and then M —* oo yields 

/jj  _ g)"1-1 f f 
J2J2 —2™— / / f(x'V^(v^x>y)dya(dx) 

==  ^ / / f(x'y">  Yl $(vux,v)dy<r{dx). 
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Heree we denote by a normalized Lebesgue measure on A. 
Observee that part 1 of Lemma 5.2 implies 

nnmm++ dd--llP(aP(ann =x,j3n = y) < 2^(vux,y) 

forr all (x, y) 6 A" x Qn(vi) and all n sufficiently large. Using this, the integrability of tp on 
AA(( x R2d and the fact that A£ x {y e R2d : \yt\ > M for some i e { L . . , m - l + l } } | 0 
ass M —> oo, we can argue in a similar way as above that the second term in (6.1) tends 
too zero if we take the limit n —> oc and then M — oc. 

Usingg the last part of Lemma 5.2 and the fact that the number of points in A" x Q'n 

iss at most of the order n
Tn'l+2d it follows easily that the last term in (6.1) tends to zero 

ass n —> oc. So we have shown 

\im^E[f(a\im^E[f(ann,p,pnn)})}  = — ƒ f(x,y)^2i>(vux,y)dya(dx) 

==  (1 - e)m_1 ƒ ƒ ƒ (*, yMx, y)dya(dx). 
A ,, R2d 

Heree we have used £ ii>(v, x, y) = 2m<p{x, y) v̂€V xv and ^2veV xv = 2. 

Too prove weak convergence of {(an,,3n)}, let h : A x R2d —> R be bounded and 
continuous.. For all e > 0, 

E[h(aE[h(ann,p,pnn)]=E[h(*)]=E[h(* nn,/3,/3nnyy}}aann <E Af] + E[h(anJn); an e A \ A,]. (6.2) 

Forr h > 0, we have by the above argument and by the monotone convergence theorem, 

limm lim E[h(an,pn);an E A(]  = lim(l - c)m_1 / / h(x,y)ip(x,y)dya(dx) 
tt——^  ̂ n—Kxi (—>-0 J J 

A tt R2d 

== / / h(x,y)p(x,y)dya(dx). 
AA R2d 

Sincee 0 < E[h(an,3n)]  < ||/i||oo the last integral is finite. So for general h we get the 
samee decomposing h in its positive and negative part. 

Thee second term in (6.2) is dominated by a constant times the probability P(an G 
A \\ A€), and 

limm lim P(an e A \ A() = hmP(a(X> 6 A \ A() = P(QOO e dA) = 0, 
f - * 0 n - » ooo t—*0 

soo this term converges to zero as n —+ oo and € —  0, and we have shown the weak 
convergence. . 

Almost,, sure convergence of {an; n G N}  follows from Lemma 3.3 and the identity 
aann = a+ + an. To compute $(x), we have to integrate tp(x,y) with respect to ?/. The 
onlyy factor that depends on y is the exponential term, and 

/ / 
exp(-^yexp(-^yttA{x)y)dyA{x)y)dy = (27r)d[det A{x))-* . 

RR2d 2d 

Noww the crucial step is to apply the following matrix-tree-theorem. 
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Theoremm 6.1 ([8], p. 145, theorem 3'). 

detA(x)detA(x) = Y, I I 7-
x x 

TeTe#E(T)TeTe#E(T) e 

Thiss equation can be rewritten as 

EE n ** 
detA(x)detA(x) =  TeT*E{T) 

nn x* 
e£E e£E 

andd putting everything together, it follows that <Ê> has the form indicated in Theorem 2.1. 
D D 
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